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CHAPTER V 

 
 

CLOSURE 
 
 

A. Conclusion 

 

According to the explainations before, it can be concluded in three 

important points that the researcher found or result of this research: 

 

1. Teaching strategies and learning English in speaking course for 

tourism at National Tourism Academic Banjarmasin are the lecturer 

used by lecturing and discussion in teaching the material to students 

than a role play. Speaking course only an additional course, not a 

main course and the aim of speaking course is only for help students 

more confident when speak English. Therefore, the material used still  

general English. 

2. The material used in speaking course is general English likely 

obligatory expression, hobby and interest, nominal sentence, etc. The 

material used is not related with tourism. 

3. Difficult of students in learning English is   students stated that they 

felt difficult in make a sentence based on rules of Grammar. Not only 

the difficult of learning English, the student felt burnout in online 

learning. 
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B. Suggestions 

 

Based on the data presented above, the writer has some suggestion, 

there are : 

 

1. For the lecture, the writer that in teaching English for tourism at 

Speaking course, the material used in teaching English must related to 

the tourism. And based on the student’s burnout in online learning, the 

method used in online learning is a method that easier to make students 

understand with the material presented and the method is fun. 

2. For the student, the writer expects that they will always believe in 

themselves that they can master English, can master English grammar 

and keep confidence and enjoy in online learning. 

3. For campus, the writer hopes campus can provide the facilities to 

improve their English skill. 

4. For further researchers, the writer hopes that there will be a research to 

another problem statement in teaching and learning English for 

tourism.


